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'I'ltc TJUWMF KAON project is hri«'fly described along wilb an overview
of lln: basic (iliysirs program. Special emphasis is given to the possibilities for
nue Kffi ili'rays, W-vi«»lalion and v physics. An update of Uic curtcnl
situation is also presented.

1. Introduction

TheTIUUMF KAON (Kaon-Autiprotoij-Olher hjulrons-Ncnttino) Factory has
been described in detail in the original proposal1 mid suiiseqiiriil reports^ Tin: 10U//A
- 30 GuV ncc<:\ernti>r will con.si.st of two fiist-cycling syiicJirtitroHS Ulld thrw sloniRc;
riiin-s with ll>c THIUMF cyclotron iujf.rtitig the initinl 10U /iA b«un «it 450 Mi;V. This
wilf |>roviei<: an iiicrwwe in hilei)xily of roughly 100 over what is ciirronlly nvnilnbli*
in tilts t'lHTRy ri-gion. S<ich alarme increase in intensity for tin: sreoudary Ixraiii» will
provide opportunities for nuuiy tuw <!X[n;rinictils at the "précision" or "intensity"
frontier. These eXfx-ritiimt.*; can pl;u:o limits on the massas of heavy exrli;inR<- pnrliclcs
sipnilirajitiy hifthcr \A\va\ those wdiv'Ji can l>c reachrt! by direct production at the
"energy" frontier. One example of snrh a limit from a "precision" experiment is the
si 400 GeV limit placed on the mass of a. rij»fit-liam(e<I W- boson in the muou decay
polarization expriment by a Derkeley/TIlIUMF/Nortliwc-stern ĵ roup at T1UUMF
more than 10 years ag<i. Tin: proposed physic» program at KAON is extensive. Il
includes the following possibilities:

• rare decays of kaojis, hyperons, pions nud unions

• CP violation in tins A" and A systems

• hndron speclroscopy and interactions

• neutrino scattering and oscillations

• hypernticlear .studies

• K* aiul // scattering

• spin physics and symmetries

• low energy union science

2. Accelerator Layout

The accelerator complex for KAON consists of two rapid -cycling synchrotrons
(B,D) interleaved with three storage rings (A,C,E). The five rings are arranged in
two separate tunnels as shown in Fig. 1. A 450 MeV - 100 yiA H~ beam will be
extracted from the present TRIUMF cyclotron and accumulated over 20 msec periods
in the Accumulator ring before being accelerated to 3 GeV in the 50 Hz Booster
synchrotron situated in the same 216m circumference tumid. A Collector ring, in
the njain 1 Jem circumference "race-track" tunnel will then store 5 Booster pulses
before injecting them into the 30 GcV Driver synchrotron which operates at 10 Hz
to produce bunches of 3.5 ftscc width every 100 msec. The Driver synchrotron can
produce either a fast extracted beam for neutrino studies or a slow extracted beam by
using an Extender ring which is also located in the main tunnel. The- energy-time plot
in Fig. 2 shows how the 5 rings transform the dc beam from the TU1UMF cyclotron
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Fig. I. Accelerator complex for KAON.
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Fig. 2. Energy-lime 6ct|uenec for the fivu rings. TJtis system of accelerators and
rings allows them to run continuous acceleration cycles wiidout Hat tops or bottoms.

into the appropriate structure for acceleration ill the synchrotrons and then bark
to a slow extracted, nearly dc, beam after the Extender ring. The preservation of a
sharp rf ^structure (1 ns pulses Q C2.9 MHz) in the slow extracted beam will allow
fast beam timing which should be a significant advantage for many exjH'riiiients. The
long straight sections in the iiisiin tunnel provide space for the he;un transfer between
the machines and also for the slow extraction process. Detailed calculations indicate
beam losses during extraction to be below 0.2%, which is nearly a factor of 5 brtler
thaii in current machines. The entire complex of accelerators should also be able to
accelerate polarized protons with only minimal losses in polarization (< 15% overall)
as a result of the very carefully tuned synchrotron lattices and the inclusion of several
Siberian snakes in the Driver and Extender rings-.3

3. Beam Line Layout

A proposed layout for the primary and secondary beam lines is shown in Fig. 3.
In this design three production targets will be viewed by C secondary channels to
provide a full momentum range of charged particles (A'*, ar*, (i£,ji) up to 20 GeV/c.
The most important design goal for the (secondary beams is quality (or purity) which
will be achieved using large acceptance rf separators for high momentum beams and
conventional 2-stage dc separators for low momentum beams. High intensity, low
energy TT//I beams will be extracted from each production target in the backward
direction. A fourth production target will provide a Ka beam. The neutrino facility
will be situated outside the main hal! and will receive the fast extracted beam via its
OWII beam line. The detailed properties of the various secondary channels are listed
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Fig. 3. Proposed layout of the experimental areas.

in Table 1 while the expected KJit/p beam fluxes for a 100 /iA - 30 GeV beam are
given in Table 2.

Since the K/n/p cross sections are strongly forward-peaked, the take-off angles
for these secondary channels are close to 0°. This leaves the floor area in the back-
ward direction at eacfi production target available for slow */p beams. At least two
areas have been tentatively reserved for slow muona in the proposed layout of the
exj>erimental hall - a superconducting sulenoidal fi~ channel and an elaborate /**
channel with several ports situated behind a "kicker" magnet.4 The expected »~//i~
yield at 90° from a 100 JJA, 30 GeV beam striking a 7.5 cm tungsten target has beer
estimated to be equivalent to ~ 18 mA © 585 MeV on a 6.0 cm carbon target.5 Thi:
would represent nearly an order of magnitude increase in intensity over that cxjicclct
at PSI at the proposed operating current of 1.5 inA.



Table; 1. Anticipated A",7r,p intensities for n 100/iA 30 GcV brain on a 6 cm Pt
target .-it KAON.

Channel

K20

KG

K2.5

K1.5

K0.8

K0.55

Channel

K20
KG
K2.5
K1.5
K0.80
K0.55

Momentum A"~
G«V/c

21
18
15
12
9
G
G
3

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.25
1.5
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.8

0.65
0.55
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40

l«7s
0.75
2.4
5.9
9.2
7.Q

2.3
15
2.5
GG
39
14

5.4
193
52
18
3.7
99
32
10
41
21
9.2
3.8

A +

10fi/s
29
43
62
52
23
4.2
34
4.5
119
76
27
9 7
3G6
03
31
6.3
203
59
19
80
44
21
9.4

n~
10'Vs
0.1G
0.35
0.G0
0.90
0.70
0.78
1.9
3.2
1G
21
25
27
49
3G
27
IS
87
G3
44
80
67
50
33

lo'Vs
0.95
1.05
1.50
1.90
1.30
1.20
3.6
5.0
24
30
3G
37
G9
49
3G
23

113
80
55
101
82
Gl
44

Table 2. Beam line specifications at KAON.

Momentum
GcV/c

20-G
6-2.5

2.5-1.25
1.5-0.75

0.80-0.55
0.55-0.40

Solid Angle
msr

0-1
0.08-0.30

0.5-2.0
2.0
6.0
8.0

Momentum
Acceptance
Ap/p in %

1
3
4
4
5
6

Ltngth
m

1G0
110
54
30
18
14

} '

10%
0.05
035
1.7
5.0
10.5
11.5
23
43
110
91
52
2G
81
25
8.3
1.9
7.1
2.6
1.0
1.5

0.93
0.53
0.30

Type of Separation

rf, 3 cavities, 2.8 GHz
rf, 3 cavities, 1.3 GHz

dc, 2
dc,2
dc, 2

dc, 1 stage.

stages
stages
stages
extra optics

This increased flux could he utilized for both rare decay or other particle physics
experiments where the present intensities are inadequate, as well as to produce higher-
tjiialily, higher-luminosity fi~ beams for u~SR.* More elaborate union facilities in-
cluding a surface union storage ring with cooling and bunching liavc also been pro-
poMt] although the poor optics of a ft~ beam from a decay channel might lijrut its
usefulness solely to /i+ beams. However, the increased /J+ intensity would be cer-
tainly be difficult to utilize without a fast kicker magnet and several additional low
energy /i channels to simultaneously share the available /i+ beam. For 3r+/«+ bcanjs
at p < 200 MeV/c the increase in flux is expected to be only a factor of 3 over that
at the upgraded ( 1.5 inA ) PSI since the increase in the ir* cross section between
580 MeV and 30 GeV is not quite as large.

4. Physics Program at KAON

Many workshops have concentrated on the physics potential for KAON in the
fields of rare n/K decays, CP violation, neutrino physics, hadron spectroscopy, an-
tiproton physics, and even low energy rnuon physics. Rather than attempt to cover
the complete physics program planned for KAON, I will focus on the areas which arc
closest to the subject of this conference on weak and electromagnetic interactions in
nuclei. These areas are also the ones that I believe will benefit most from the 100-fold
increase in flux to bo provided by KAON, namely rare A"//i decays, CP violation,
and *• physic».

Since the number of seconds/year is fixed, even the most ingenious of experi-
menters must rvetitiially resort to an increased beam flux when attempting to improve
upon existing rare decay limits. Of course, in many cases, such a large increase in
primary A'//' flux cannot be utilized directly since many backgrounds also increase
{at least linearly) with the beam rate. However, such an increased Jlux permits more
elaborate OPTICS or collimation so that the final K/}i beam is much "cleaner" or
hiis better luminosity, or both. It can also be used in conjunction with thinner &nd
smaller .stopping targets as well as higher resolution spectrometers which help to
reduce the intrinsic background. New ;i~ technologies, such as Phase Space Com-
pression, currently under investigation by Taqqu at PSI19 offer additional promise
for cleaner fi~ beams which can stop in ultra-thin targets suitable for high precision
experiments. In this way even those "precision" experiments which are not limited
by currently available fluxes can also benefit significantly from the increased n~ flux
promised at KAON.

•In thr lutter case the increased intensity by itself probably cannot be readily uLilited bte&ufie of the
Ion* muon liftlimw in moot t&rgels.



././. Rare Kaon Decay*

Certain rare K decays such «is K* -* TI + VV or A"" —» (i* fi~ are allowed in the
standard model (SM) but they ore highly suppressed by the Glasliow-Illiopotilxjs-
Maiuij (GIM) mechanism which prohibits the first-order Jlavonr-changing neutral
currents and suppresses the second order effects to an almost midetectable level at
presently operating machines. Other rure decays such as A'£ —» / ^ e * violate lepUm
numt>er conservation Jaws and so are absolutely forbidden in the SM. Observation of
such processes would signify new physics beyond the SM such as massive neutrinos in
the Lefl-Itight Symmetric model,6 extra Higgs particles,7 lepto-quarks" or even super-
symmetric particles.9 Each such theory has a favoured decay mode so many different
experiments must be conducted in both the K and /i sector in order to determine
which theory is correct. Thus rare K decays taià rare /t decays are complementary
to carli other.

The A*+ —» Tt+ifV decay is predicted10 to have a branching ratio bt'twwit 1 —
4 x 10"'° depending on the undetermined parameters of the Cabbibo-Kobaya_shi-
Maskawa11 (CKM) matrix (particularly p and f]) and the mass of the top quark,
nit. The decay is dominated by the short range contributions which can involve a
virtual top quark as shown in Fig. 4. Hence it can be used to determine the poorly
known matrix elements Vtl, V,j of the CKM matrix. BNL787 is currently undergoing
an upgrade which should permit them to observe a few events at the 1O"10 level by
1995. However, any re;d precision test of the SM second order weak predictions must
await the increased A'+ flux available at KAON. There a sensitivity of « 4 x 10" l ï

with no observable background should yield several hundred events in the n spectrum

o)

c»

Fig. 4. Feynma» diagrams for the decay K*
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above the A'.j peak. A 20% uieaMircmeiit of this branching ratio (B.R.) would then
determine V,j to 13% ( assuming m, ~150 GeV ). The conceptual design for a KAON
K —» iivV detector will likely be very similar to the existing one at BNL except that
it should have belter resolution, finer target segmentation aiul a better photon vcto-
perhaps based on Csl or DaFi instead of the Pb-scintillator sandwich which is used
at present.

The absolutely forbidden rare A* decays such as A*£ —» f^e* and A'+ —• x+/i*eT

probe mass scales well beyond those which can be reached directly even at the SSC
Table 3 compares the mass limits for various exchange particles achieved in differ-
ent K/fi rare decays. The branching ratio (B-R.) limits for the p decays are lower,
primarily as a result of the greater intensities available at the meson factories, but
the mass limits are comparable. In general, the decay rates for such rare processes is
proportional to (mw/mx)*» where rrix is the mass- of the hypothetical particle me-
diating the reaction. Hence substantial improvements in the U.K. will be reejured in
order to raise the mass bounds. The 100-fold increase in A'//i fluxes at KAON along
with cheaper and smaller electronics for the detectors should permit great advances
in this area of rare decay physics.

Table 3. Mass bounds from various A'/f decay processes.

Process P&euduscalar Vector
Sealers Lcploquarkç LcptoquarJ

(G*V/cs) (TeV/c7) (TuV/ca)

Experimental
Value

Kef.

li.ll.(i\*J -• jte)
H.R.(A7-»/i4/|-)
1UL(A"V — e*c~)
H.R.(A"+ — *+/«e)
IJ.R.(/i — n)
II.Il.(/i -» 3e)
UH.iliZ -» eZ)
AM(A}' - K%)

11
4.7
8
1

0.3
2-6
22
150

8
3.6
Î.G
0.5
-
-
22
-

»4'J
02
108
39
-
-

IIS
-

<3.3 x I0-"
(7.0 ±0.5) x 10-9

ll.fi x 10-"
< 2.1 x 1O-10

< 4.9 x 10-"
< 1.0 X 10-"
< 4.6 x I0 -"

3.5 x 10-'* GeV

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

• S U Kcltlf, I'mlicles and Fields '91, (World Scientific, Singapore, 1991) |>.
kA.P. UeiiiHuii e| «I, Phy». IUv. D44 (1991) Kl.
CT. Atagi el at., Hiys. Hev. U l t . 67 (1991) 2614.
''A.M. Lee el «f., I'hys. lUv. L«U. 64 (1990) 165.
«ItU. HoKon et al, l'hys. Hew. D38 (1988) 2077.
'U. Dcllgarl, Nucl I'liys D29D (19H8) 1.
•S. Almia.l rt of., l'hya. Hcv. D38 (1988) 2102.
hiUvicHr of l'article Properties. 1'hys. Rev. D45, (I9Û2) SI.

Rare K decays and CP violation

The third type of rare K decays {A'° x°e+e-, jr°fp) are sensitive to the nature
of CP violation. Although the discovery of CP violation in A*£ —» x+3r~ occurred



nearly 30 years ago, its origin is still unknown. It can be accommodated in tin» CKM
c|ii;irk mixing matrix of the 3 generation SM but it must he inserted in an act-hoc
way rather than occuring us an intrinsic ingredient of the basic theory. There arc two
types of CP violation whicli can occur - indirect or direct. The indirect CP violatimi
occurs through the A"0 — A' state mixing whereas the direct CP violation arise-s
from the transition matrix clement through a non-zero complex plias<: in the CKM
matrix. To date, except for one controversial result,11 all experiments are consistent
with indirect CP violation. For the K —•» 2n decay, llicre are two parameters, * «uid
f1 corresponding to indirect and direct mechanisms, respectively. The SM predicts
a non-zero value for t' while the superweak model predicts t' = 0. Experimentally
|f | = 2.26 x 10"3 but the value for t' is not yet clear as the two measurements do not
overlap:

- = (+2.3 ± 0.7) x 1<T3

= (+0.6 ± 0.7) x 10"3

MA 31 (see fief. 13)

B731 (see Ref. 14) .

The cleanest test of direct CP violation occurs in the decay A'" —• w°i/i' where tlie
major contriluition comes from direct CP violation (10~n). This major background,
A'" -+ n°7r° can he suppressed to fe 10"9 using the measured it" detection inrflicienry
achieved11 for DNL7BD. Other kinimatic constraints and vertex reconstruction or
tirne-of-flight for the photons will prohahly he necessary to reduce the backgrounds
down below the level of the signal. This might be possible at KAON.

The present upper limit16 for the decay A"{| —• jr°e+e~ is 5.5 x I0~9 froin
BNL845. There are three contributions17 to this process; the direct and the indirect
CP violating terms are predicted at 10"12 level while the CP conserving tenu is
estimated at 10~" - 1(PH. To extract the signal from the background processes, a
sensitivity of ~ 10"13 will probably be required.

The major background is Kf —» 2n" or 3JT° with one 7r° undergoing asymmet-
rical Dalitz decay w° -* <:+e~7. New exiierinicnts at KEK (E1C2) and FNAL (E799)
are exacting to reach a sensitivity of 10~'° - ]Q~" where the direct CP violation
is cx[>ccled to appear. At KAON it might be possible18 to measure the interference
between the A'}1, and A'§ decays which is only sensitive to the CP violating terms by
regenerating the Kg in ail absorber placed in the A'£ beam.

4,3. v Physics at KAON

The area of v physics is one where the increase in flux will not present any
experimental rate problems. The TRIUMF neutrino working group has been busy
for some time now. After examininalion of several possible v experiments the choice
of a «louhle-horn drray-in-flighl channel appears to be the most suitable for KAON.
A stopped v source could also be constructed with the 3 GeV or 30 GcV proton
beams.

Neutrino oscillation searches have been used to set stringent limits on mv.
The KAON Factory f beam will be more than 20 X higher in intensity than the

Drookhavcu v beam after the Booster program upgrade. This will allow an oscil-
lation search with a 110 km baseline which could reduce the limit on 6m2 to the
10'4 eVJ level where it could challenge the various theories which attempt to explain
the deficiency of solar neutrinos as measured by Davies' experiment.

A measurement of the neutral current differential cross section in F^c clastic
scattering at KAON could obtain a count rate of ss 3 cvents/lur. The angular distri-
bution is quite sensitive to non V — A terms, especially in the backward direction
(Ec/Ev ~ 0). Such experiments are also able to provide limits an the magnetic mo-
ment of the neutrino. The present upper limit, 8 x 10~1D/iHi obtained in a LAMPF
expriment, would predict an enhancement of a factor of two in the rate near y = 0.07.

A precise measurement of the Q1 dependence in vup scattering could determine
the contribution of heavy quarks to the axial vector form factors, g* and gy. With
improved angular and energy loss measurements on the recoil proton a higli precision
measurement of the Q1 dependence over the range 0.05 - 1.0 GcV2/c2 could be
performed.

4.4. Muon Physics at KAON

ft~ —* e~ conversion is one of the classic muon rare decay/conversion experi-
ments which sets stringent limits on Lepton Number Conservation. The TRIUMF
TPC collaboration established an upper limit of 4.G X 10~12 for this process limiting
the mass of any mediating Higgs scalar boson to 22 GeV. Fora leptoquark the hounds
are even higher-22 TeV for a pscudoscalar interaction and 118 TeV for a vector in-
tenwtion. The SINDKUM H collaboration20

 Hi P$I intends to lower this Branching
Ratio limit by at least one order of magnitude and there is a proposal at the Moscow
Meson Factory for a 1O"'6 expriment. Clearly, given the inventiveness shown by the
experimenters over the past 20 years, the increased }i~ flux available at KAON might
lead to even lower experimental bounds on this rare process.

fi+c~ —» ft~e* conversion is also an important rare fi process. The PSI ex-
periment11 with the muonium-antirnuonium conversion spectrometer (MACS) will
attempt to reach an upper limit G^f-^f < 10~3Gf where Gp is the normal Fermi cou-
pling constant of the weak interaction. This would raise the lower limit on the mass
of wiy doubly-charged Higgs boson well above the 14 GcV limit presently established
by c*e~ collider exjwriments. Even more sensitivity should be available with KAONrs
/1 fluxes.

The measurement of the ft decay MICHEL parameters is a crucial experiment
at the "Precision" Frontier. It is now almost 10 years since a Berkeley /TRIUMF/-
Northwestern collaboration measured P£ in a niuon decay asymmetry experiment
at TRIUMF to set a lower limit of 400 GeV on the mass of any right-handed W-
boson. No more stringent limit has yet been obtained although there is now a new
proposal at TIllUMF by a Russian/Canadian collaboration22 to rcrneasure the Michel
parameters and push this limit well into the TeV region. Presumably this apparatus
could also be designed to utilize the higher luminosity of ultra slow fi+ beams at
KAON.

T-vioIation in /«~ capture is another area which can be studied at KAON.
To date Time Reversal violation has not been observed in any system other than
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the neutral KAON systirrn. Searches for T-violation i» the nucfcar fi decay <»r in
A"+ —» ir°/i+i'/J have thus far been negative. J3"JH Certain extensions to tin- standard
model predict T-violation terms proportional to vif so that ft-Ccipture should be int>rc
tluui 200 times ELS sensitive as fi-drxuy. Odd-Parity T-viol&tion correlations such hd
{ah - Jfi,^ x frr̂ uii), in the reaction 'IC((i~,i/J1) l2fle,(l*), or even-Parity T-viulntioii
correlations such as (<TM • £., x q^i^ik-, • gw»il). " l l«^ reaction " O l ) ! * , ^ ) 1 6 ^ ! ' ) ,
respectively, could benefit greatly from the higher fluxes and detailed time structure
of the n' beams at KAON.25

The radiative nuion capture (RMC) reaction, }i~p -* P^n ,̂ is very sensitive to
the induced p-suudoscalar coupling of the scnii-leptouic weak interaction, especially
in the pp singlet state. Because of the extremely low RMC rate (5 x 10~3 s"1) from
the up singlet state, this experiment has not yet been attempted. However, such an
experiment to measure both the high energy f and the low energy n in coincidence
using a low density gaseous target has been proposed at PSI.36 About 700 RMC events
could be obtained in a 70 day running period at an incident /i~ rate of 3 x 107 ft~/s.
This would lead to a determination of </!• to belter than 2 % excluding the unknown
systematic errors. An even more accurate result might be possible using the fi~ beam
at KAON.

The Muoniiim (or /i" *He) Lamb shift could also he measured with the increased
/* flux available at KAON. The 2S - 2P energy difference in inuoutuiu can, in principle,
provide a pure QED test free of complications from the quark substructure of the
proton. Unfortunately the existing TRIUMF and LAMPF expriment» finished fur
from the 10-20 ppnt level at which the H atom results disagree with theoretical
calculations. In fi 4He the Lamb shift between the 2SJ/J and 2V\j2 stales is « 1.38
eV which can be reached by LASER speclroscopy techniques as shown by Zavattini"
in the pioneering exj>erinienIs at CERN several years ago. Tins could provide a test
of QED calculations of both the vacuum polarization and the *IIe*+ charge radius
if sufficient precision can be obtained using the high intensity enhiuiced luminosity,
low background (t~ beams with improved time structure from KAON.

5. Status of KAON Funding @ June '92

The original KAON proposal was presented to the Canadian federal govern-
ment in 19S5/8G. After much discussion an $11M Project Definition Study ( PDS )
was funded in July 'fi8 to review the overall design and prototype various accelerator
components. In addition, there was a review of the scientific justification and the con-
struction schedule and cost estimates for the entire project as well as the capabilities
of Canadian industry. International contributions for 1/3 of the capital costs (J708M
in 1989 funds) were also solicited from the United States, Japan and Europe during
this time. A summary of the important developments since the presentation of the
PDS report in May '90 ia givea below:

• May 24/90 - PDS report made public with another strong endorsement for the
proposed accelerator design and physics at KAON.

11

• Aug. '90 - The PDS report was received hy the Prime Minister's National Ad-
visory Board un Scii-nro and Technology (NAIJST). Although the final NA11ST
report was never released, it is thought that NADST did not disagree with the
high scientific priority of KAON but was concerned with the large amount of
federal funds required for KAON.

• Sept 24/90 - B.C. Government offers to pay a full 1/3 of the capital costs of
KAON and indicates some willingness to negotiate a small contribution towards
the annual operating expenses (estimated <& SOOM/yt-ar in total).

• Sept 19/91 - Canadian federal govemement offers to pay J23GM towards the
construction costs of KAON.

• Oct 17/91 - New government elected in B.C. This causal a delay of 3 months
while the new government examined the state of the provincial finances and
reviewed the case for KAON-

• Jan 25/92 - B.C. government names Eric Denhoff as the chief B.C. negotiator
for KAON.

• May 28/92 - B.C. government offers ~$13M in annual operating coïts for
KAON.

Once the basic funding ia in place (1=0) it will require 6 years for construction of
the accelerator complex and experimental facilities. Full beam current of 100 fiA will
be available 2 years later. Many conferences and workshops on KAON's physics have
been held over the past few years, in Vancouver and around the world. We anticipate
having a series of workshops to generate the Letters of Intent from the various working
groups in the firsl year following the agreement to proceed with construction. Detailed
proposals will be reviewed by a KAON Experimental Evaluation Panel, KEEP, about
2 years after t=0.

Although KAON would require a large increase in the expenditures for scientific
R&D in Canada it will still not raise the funding level up to that found in the U.S.,
Japan or Europe. The Canadian government currently spends only %$2/capita on
Research and Development in particle & nuclear physics versus srîG/cajjitii in Europe
and the U.S. Even if the proposed increase in operating funds for TRIUMF/KAON
were to be paid entirely by the federal government the total Canadian expenditure
on particle & nuclear physics/per capita would still be less than S5/citizen.

Thus we are confident that» recognizing the ultimate benefits to the Canadian
economy as a result of investment in basic science projects, Loth levels of government
in Canada will soon agree on the formula for apportioning the annual operating
costs and begin construction. We look forward to beginning the very exciting KAON
experimental program before the year 20(10.
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